1048. [GOLD RUSH]. Lot of about 50 imprints. Included are:


CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY. *California Gold Discovery: Centennial Papers on the Time, the Site And Artifacts*. San Francisco, 1947.


CHAMBERLAIN, Newell D. *The Call of Gold: True Tales on the Gold Road to Yosemite*. Mariposa, 1936.


*Limited edition (1 of 400 copies).*


PORTER, Burton B. *One of the People: His Own Story*. N.p, 1907.


SHUFELT, S. *A Letter from a Gold Miner...with an Introduction by Robert Glass Cleland*. San Marino, 1944.

*First edition, limited edition* (400 copies). BCC 84: “The last letter in this book is of great interest and importance. It was written by John Bidwell to Captain W. F. Swasey, obviously in answer to a request for the former’s opinion of Sutter. Swasey...published a book entitled *The Early Days and Men of California* and no doubt in evaluating the character of Sutter he leaned heavily on Bidwell’s opinion.” Grabhorn 544.


($400-600)